• Fits standard 2' x 2' T-Bar ceiling systems
• Directional deflector included on model RENPS
• Bonded foil vapor barrier helps minimize condensation problems
• Fiberglass back R 6.0 absorbs sound
• Prescored back accepts 6 to 14 inch spin or tab collars
• Finish: white (W)
• ARENP(S): Aluminum perforated face

1 Inch fiberglass back panel
R 6.0

23-3/4 square

Fixed deflector ((A)RENPS) only

Seismic safety connections
(4 total: 2 on 2 sides)

1/4

3/16 dia

Facet detail
51% net free area

1/4
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RENP, (A) RENPS - R6
Perforated T-Bar Diffusers
Fiberglass Back